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Intro: 

 

Check Your Faith – things ain’t what they seem, special thanks to ODB, may he rest in 

peace, and for all of his love through the years. We’re all surviving together. Peace. 

 

 

Verse:  

 

Bring it in and bounce back, matter of fact, just relax and hatch adjustment zap attacks, 

not phone apps, upset birds let it go, gotta know never movin’ slow, gotta gotta get it go, 

no, not that, it’s a trap, here’s a rap, I’m bald and no cap, but it’s lightning speed, if ya 

need ta feed, on a thought, let’s plant a hope seed, now we’ve all agreed. 

 

Peace, he’s got a good appetite, even if we can’t break bread, we’re still ahead that’s 

right, just a little life, that’s a good start, shine a light, so we can see, that’s through faith, 

anytime, day or night. 

 

A thousand smiles, like I said, passed through it, double 0 agents, everywhere, careful 

what yer doin’, knock knock, get yer rest, all respect, Wu a set of two’s and brotha thank 

you for tha cluein’ (side note – we mean 2 turn tables) 

 

 

Hook/Chorus:  

 

everybody, check yer faith, check yer faith, cuz shallow is shallow is shallow is shallow, 

trouble with my hair, how I look, how I sound, well… (2 times) 

 

 

 

Verse #2:   
 

All the “Run” stuff is terribly exhausting, merrily we launch things, carefully no bossing, 

lots of lost souls being found by themselves, God is Gold within, wherever you are, tea or 

coffee. 

 

Eat shit drink maintain, wish another well, yourself too, and don’t forget, no matter who 

is watching, in the apple of his paw, we mean eye, understand your not alone, have a plan 

for the day, have a hobby. 

 

Taaayyke a break, even it out, future leaders or dead weight, I’m a spokesperson too, just 

wait, right now, Double you pow r’, take a hint, just chill, figured it out, arms out, that 

occurred. 

 

Lets share then prepare by clearing here and there, always near, never fear,  

thank you Dear , shed a tear, drink a beer, glass of wine, rest and shine, know the time, 

that’s fine, have a dream ta steer. 
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Hook/Chorus:  

 

everybody, check yer faith, check yer faith, cuz shallow is shallow is shallow is shallow, 

trouble with my hair, how I look, how I sound, well… (2 times) 

 

 

Outro: (parenthesis is a side note) 

 

Love to the California Copy paper People for your hope and guidance, and 

remember that cats and dogs don’t care how you look or smell, but, wash and clean, 

and eat as good as you can guys (actually we, meant to say, “cats and dogs won’t judge 

you the way humans might...it’s a comfort, They don’t cayyrrre….shayyyring”) ,  

 

and remember that 38’s and 48’s can work together as we see (what we mean is that, 

when we notice arrival points in the day that says a 38 or 48 on the clock, it coincides 

with a “just doin our thang 38” or “gettin’ it together 48”…or something like that – the B 

and B thang reflects this phenomenon pretty good, but the point is that all of us go 

through these kind of “time on the clock” moments and the focus needs to shift to 

everybody instead of over focusing on the “B” topic….we also find a lot of 6’s..which 

means…drop the drama…or else….7 is the number of completion…3 is love…4 is a 

reckoning number? Respect…22 is power for your being? 1 is onelove…one church, one 

kingdom of the spirit of GOD that goes through all things… )  

 

and peace to the letter writing campaign folks, fire one off (if you have something like 

a letter to write…just do it…rooted and grounded in love of course – that’s from 

Ephesians )  

 

also to K Ka Na MG Al Zn Fe Ne (something from chemistry…it was a way to 

remember the alkalines? – people used to say “oh yeah Chemistry”…so we took it an got 

a C…don’t remember a thing of course…Why all the school and classes?...well, that’s 

what a lot of folks do…again…it’s interelational, and the pursuit of knowledge was my 

thing. Because I was supposedly “not so smart, or whatever”…but as my brother said, 

“You already knew what was up”…he’s a world traveler…and knows a lot…much more 

than a lot of people with big degrees… now he is furthering his acting career, after a 

stellar music career of 20+ years…who is he?…a figment of my imagination? No, but for 

his safety, we can think that or not  We just want to let everyone be, and let them raise 

their families we’re here though….much love…  

 

as with most of the things from those school days…we don’t remember much except the 

peace of classical guitar and quiet chamber music moments, jazz is HipHop, and we 

really like Rave music…(electronic music) ….well, we see forgetfulness as a 

blessing…not too much though of course…keep reading, it’s good for the 

brain….”forgetfulness is deconstruction”…a kind freedom in a way….all of us have 
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different influences and motives…it’s important for all of us to renew our love for just 

bring us…just simple people trying to be o.k…that’s all)   

 

and we’re all surviving together, and people used to say, “my Lord” to people, and 

that’s why when people say “My Lord’ to the LORD,  which is GOD, people get 

confused, so lets just let go of the past, and look towards the future. Peace(we mean 

that in the time of the dark ages or in a kingdom, people used to call “higher ups’ a Lord 

or something, that’s why we were always pushed away by the saying, when folks say 

“peace GOD”, “Peace son” on the east coast, that means “I call you son because you 

shine like one”? thanks to the musicians who shared that…we’re all children of 

GOD…oh and also, we wanted to say, Yes, of course, “cash rules’, we cannot survive 

without it, unless, we are a successful Thailand farmer and live off the land, and all that 

good stuff. A lot of mature seniors teach us that we need money, however, the way to 

survive is by enjoying the simple things…of  course to our world traveler performers, we 

know it’s a different life, but that’s not most of us….Money has been the cause of many 

incarcerated and destroyed people who tried to “get it” too, money has destroyed 

friendships, marriages, and it goes on and on…so lets feel blessed to be o.k. and grateful 

for what we have…that’s how most of us here feel. I have tried many ways to prosper 

financially, but it all goes back to trying to feel better first, which includes a “space 

camera’ awareness maintenance, and it all goes from there…if people knew how 

controlling and hurtful things are at this very  moment, right under their noses, the whole 

world would change…in fact, we believe the future will address this reality that is “swept 

under the rug”…people wonder, “why doesn’t he just do what the other guys does, settle 

in and make a bunch of money”, then the people say…”oh, he’s just surviving”…yes, 

surviving, and trying to feel the best that we can and have healthy ways to deal with 

time…that’s all ) 

 

Oh, somebody wanted us to address the “why we don’t go on Roller coaster and jump out 

of planes” We do physical therapy do to gravity, and some of us have had hip trouble. So, 

no need to rock the boat. For real. Also, we are not travelling all the time, and might need 

to eject from a flight or something, hopefully that never is the case for the guys…glad 

they know about that stuff…But other than that, we are not much for thrill seeking stuff,  

just enjoy the simple things. Also, just a side note, the haters will say anything to put us 

in a bad light…when you see or hear something in the media, remember the motives of 

the message are often rooted in unhappy reactional things…if some of these folks think 

they’re tough…well? somebody unplug them then, and we’ll all see how tough they 

are…no…that’s cruel…see? …so we’ll just be doin’ our thang then…we are trying to be 

rooted and grounded in love, and to keep the mission goin’….same ol’ thang… 

 

 

 

 

 

Hook/Chorus:  
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everybody, check yer faith, check yer faith, cuz shallow is shallow is shallow is shallow, 

trouble with my hair, how I look, how I sound, well… (2 times) 

 

 

Outro:   All due respect to art and creation, and let’s just let Trevor express, bless 

and rest. (he is a favorite artist of ours, and needs to be let be to express and live how he 

feels, it all goes towards the good. Sometimes people aren’t able to see the good in people 

when they are “expressing”…sometimes the watered down version does not reach the 

point…sugar coating things does not address things...we try…God bless…) 

 

That’s good Byrene    

 

 

We’ll just keep breaking through all those critical strongholds. Peace.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


